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NEW QUESTION: 1
What are two constructs within the managed services platform (MSP) for partners? (Choose
two.)
A. Master Organization
B. Global Organization
C. Provider Organization
D. Partner Organization
E. Tenant Organization
Answer: A,E
Explanation:
Reference:
https://blogs.vmware.com/cloudprovider/2018/03/boarding-vmware-cloud-aws-vcpp-partners
.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
Scenario:
You work for a company that provides managed network services, and of your real estate
clients running a small office is experiencing network issues, Troubleshoot the network issues.
Router R1 connects the main office to internet, and routers R2 and R3 are internal routers
NAT is enabled on Router R1.
The routing protocol that is enable between routers R1, R2, and R3 is RIPv2.
R1 sends default route into RIPv2 for internal routers to forward internet traffic to R1.
Server1 and Server2 are placed in VLAN 100 and 200 respectively, and dare still running router
on stick configuration with router R2.
You have console access on R1, R2, R3, and L2SW1 devices. Use only show commands to
troubleshoot the issues.

Examine R2 configuration, the traffic that is destined to R3 LAN network sourced from
Router R2 is forwarded to R1 instead R3. What could be an issue?
A. RIPv2 enabled on R3, but R3 LAN network that is not advertised into RIPv2 domain.
B. RIPv2 routing updates are suppressed between R2 and R3 using passive interface feature.
C. No issue that is identified; this behavior is normal since default route propagated into
RIPv2 domain by Router R1.
D. RIPv2 not enabled on R3.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
A customer requests a MPLS VPN service with dual-home connection to the service provider.
Which BGP attribute can prevent routes originated from the customer from being readvertised
back to them?
A. site-of-origin
B. local-AS
C. next-hop
D. AS-path
Answer: A
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